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ABSTRACT
This extended abstract summarizes some of the findings of numerical studies on the seismic
response predictions of a high damping rubber bearing (HDRB) base isolated system. Numerical
models are developed using five available modeling methodologies for HDRBs in the Open
System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) and their predicted responses are
compared with available experimental data. A comparison of force-displacement relationships,
effective stiffness, effective damping and maximum responses of the numerical and experimental
simulations under unidirectional-horizontal excitation evidence the applicability and limitations of
the different methodologies. The results of the study show that commonly used methodologies
such as Elastomeric Bearing Bouc-Wen and Plasticity have limitations when predicting the
effective stiffness, effective damping and the non-linear variation of the stiffness at lowdisplacement levels. The use of the HDR (High Damping Rubber) and the YamamotoBiaxialHDR
modeling methodologies provide better predictions for the effective parameters and the non-linear
variation of the stiffness. The numerical predictions of the effective stiffness and damping using
the five methodologies are closer to the experimental responses at high displacement levels.
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ABSTRACT
This extended abstract summarizes some of the findings of numerical studies on the seismic
response predictions of a high damping rubber bearing (HDRB) base isolated system. Numerical
models are developed using five available modeling methodologies for HDRBs in the open system
for earthquake engineering simulation (OpenSees) and their predicted responses are compared with
available experimental data. A comparison of force-displacement relationships, effective stiffness,
effective damping and maximum responses of the numerical and experimental simulations under
unidirectional-horizontal excitation evidence the applicability and limitations of the different
methodologies. The results of the study show that commonly used methodologies such as
elastomeric bearing Bouc-Wen and Plasticity have limitations when predicting the effective
stiffness, effective damping and the non-linear variation of the stiffness at low-displacement levels.
The use of the HDR (high damping rubber) and the YamamotoBiaxialHDR modeling
methodologies provide better predictions for the effective parameters and the non-linear variation
of the stiffness. The numerical predictions of the effective stiffness and damping using the five
methodologies are closer to the experimental responses at high displacement levels.

Introduction
Reliable predictions of seismic responses of isolated structures require the application of
appropriate modeling methodologies of the isolation devices. The methodologies used to capture
the behavior of high damping rubber bearings (HDRBs) are especially important in the reliability
of the predictions due to the highly non-linear and strain rate dependency behavior of this type of
isolators. This extended abstract summarizes some of the findings of numerical studies on the
seismic response predictions of a high damping rubber bearing (HDRB) base isolated system under
unidirectional-horizontal excitation. Numerical models of individual isolators and of an isolation
system (based on four isolators) are developed using five available modeling methodologies for
HDRBs in the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation [1]; their predicted responses
are compared with available experimental data. The comparison of force-displacement
relationships, effective stiffness (keff), effective damping (βeff), and maximum responses from
the numerical and experimental simulations evidenced the limitations and applicability of the
different methodologies when predicting the responses for the individual isolators and for the
isolation system. This abstract uses shortened OpenSees’ denominations when denoting the
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methodologies, Elastomeric Bearing Plasticity (EBP), YamamotoBiaxialHDR
ElastomericX (EX), Elastomeric Bearing Bouc-Wen (EBBW), and HDR.

(YB),

Methodology
Data of an HDRB isolation system used to seismically isolate a five-story building [2, 3] is used
in this study. The isolation system is composed of four HDRBs, referred herein as I1, I2, I3, and
I4. Each isolator consisted of 34 rubber layers (rubber layer thickness of 6mm) alternated with 33
steel shims (steel shim thickness of 3mm); Fig. 1a shows the geometry of the isolators. Figs. 1b
and 1c show the effective damping and the effective stiffness variation of the four HDRBs (I1, I2,
I3, and I4) obtained from standard quality control tests of each isolator under sinusoidal
displacement input. Figs. 1b and 1c show variation of effective properties of the isolators up to
12%, which is less than the 15% required by the ASCE 7 [4].

(a)

Figure 1.

(b)

(c)

(a) Geometry of the HDR bearing (dimensions in mm). (b) Effective Damping.
(c) Effective Stiffness.

Each isolator (I1, I2, I3 and I4) was modeled as a single degree of freedom system under
unidirectional-horizontal sinusoidal displacements inputs using the different methodologies, and
their responses were compared with available experimental data. Numerical models of a rigid
platform supported by four isolators [3] using the different methodologies were developed and
analyzed under the unidirectional-horizontal input excitations used in the experimental simulations
[2, 3]; the numerical responses were compared with experimental data available. The five different
methodologies included in the analyses are described next. EBP, a bilinear model that captures
coupled (3D) plasticity properties for shear deformations. EBBW, similar to EBP, but including
hysteretic shape parameters to refine the variation of the stiffness. EX is an extension of EBBW
that only requires material and geometric properties as input parameters [1]; the hysteretic shape
parameters are generated by the model. YB assumes the restoring force composed of both an elastic
and an elastoplastic/plastic component, and can capture the non-linear stiffness variation of a
HDRB; it requires the definition of shear stress components for every material [5]. The
methodology HDR is based on a strain rate-independent phenomenological model and decomposes
the resisting force vector as the sum of an elastic component in the direction of the displacement
vector and a hysteretic force component parallel to the velocity vector [6].

Results
The predicted force-displacement relationships of single HDR bearings are compared with
experimental data [3]. Fig. 2 presents the effective parameters at different shear strain levels for
isolator I4 and the numerical predictions. This figure shows that the models using EBBW, EBP
and EX don’t predict well the effective damping ratio (βeff) for the shear strain 25% with
predictions up to 200% different from the experimental values; HDR predicts the effective
damping with 25% difference, and YB presents a 13% difference for all shear strains, except for
the shear strain of 25%, where the difference is 37%. A better prediction is found for the effective
stiffness (keff) where EBBW, EBP and HDR are used, with a difference up to 13% from the
experimental values. YB predicts the experimental effective stiffness up to a 92%, except at the
shear strain of 25%, where the prediction is 77%. EX predicts the experimental effective stiffness
up to 80%. The limitations in the prediction of responses are accounted for the input parameters
used, which are defined for the maximum demands at the isolation system but aim at representing
the whole behavior of HDRBs.

Figure 2.

Effective parameters at different shear strain levels for isolator I4 and predictions
using different methodologies.

Fig. 3a presents force-displacement relationship for isolator I4 using model HDR where it
can be observed that the non-linear variation of the stiffness is well represented. Fig. 3b presents
the experimental and predicted shear strain at the isolation system under six different unidirectional
seismic inputs (as a sample of the predicted responses from the numerical models of the rigid
platform supported by four isolators). Notice that the input excitations are referred with the same
denominations as in [2, 3].

Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
(a) Force-Displacement relationship using model HDR. (b) Predicted shear strain of
the isolated platform.

Fig.3 (b) shows that for low displacement demands, as for the CNP100, YB predicts the
experimental response with a difference of 2%; HDR predicts the experimental shear strain with a
25% difference and, EBBW and EBP have limitations to predict these responses with differences
of 55% and 57%, respectively. For high displacement demands, as for the ICA140, most
methodologies can predict the responses close to experimental responses up to 85% (EBBW and
EBP), 111% (YB) and 99% (HDR); methodology EX is not included due to the limitations of this
methodology reported before.
Conclusions
Predicted responses of individual HDRBs using five different methodologies showed that EBBW,
EBP and EX cannot predict well the effective properties and the non-linear variation of the
stiffness at low-displacement levels. Better predictions of the non-linear variation of the stiffness
and effective stiffness and damping are obtained when using YB and HDR. For a shear strain of
150%, the predicted responses were closer to the experimental data in most of the models, except
for EX. Although commonly used methodologies such as EBBW and EBP offer the benefit of
simplicity in the modeling process, careful consideration is recommended when predicting
displacement responses using these methodologies; the predictions are limited to the shear strain
level and don’t capture well the overall behavior of a HDRB. Future work planned includes the
analysis of bidirectional seismic shaking of base-isolated building models including these
methodologies.
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